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MOVETM

Materials
The wood used by Stokke is cultivated and generally beech.

Products may be delivered with untreated wooden parts, but usually come varnished, 

wood stained, oiled or waxed.

Respecting the environment
Using environmentally friendly materials and processes in the production of their products is of 

the utmost importance to Stokke. It’s also their aim to produce products that last a long time.

Fabrics and leathers
Stokke offer a selection of high quality fabrics in a variety of colours. The fabric collection consists

of natural materials such as wool and cotton.

The high quality leather also comes in a variety of different colours.

Warranty
A 7-year warranty is offered on

all wooden components.
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MOVETM

DESIGN: PER ØIE

H 49-68 CM, 56-82 CM, 

65-87 CM

The ingenious standing
support
A multi purpose stool that

lets the body move fully

through 360 degrees. Perfect

as a standing support. Easy

to use and light enough to

move around with you. Has a

comfortable saddle shaped

seat, and adjustable gas-lift

available in 3 heights.

Customer’s own fabric:

0,55 x 1,40 m

leather: 1 m2

Extra
A rubber sole is delivered as

an accessory and can be

ordered separately.

MOVE IITM

DESIGN: PER ØIE

H 49-87 CM, 56-82 CM, 

65-87 CM

Big Move with a
smaller seat
Move II features a Move

small seat with a normal

Move plate and gas-lift.

Available in the same heights

as Move: normal, high and

extra high.

Customer’s own fabric: 

0,55 x 1,40 m

leather: 1 m2

Extra
A rubber sole is delivered as

an accessory and can be

ordered separately.

MOVE smallTM

DESIGN: PER ØIE

H 49-66 CM

For children as
well as adults
Move small is ideal in a

school situation or for use 

at home. 

Suitable for children 7+. 

Rubber sole is delivered as

standard.

Customer’s own fabric: 

0,55 x 1,40 m/

leather: 1 m2

DESIGN: PER ØIE

THE MOVEMENT
COLLECTION
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INVARIABLY, GOOD SOLUTIONS ARE SIMPLE. MOVE ITSELF IS SO SIMPLE 
– IT’S PURE INGENUITY

Move small 
Height:  49-66 cm.

Adjusted to suit the weight

of children making it easy

for them to regulate. Move

small is delivered with a

rubber sole as a standard.

WE ARE CREATED FOR MOVEMENT NOT FOR SITTING

Most of us during the course of a day are caught up in an impassive marathon 

– moving from one seat to another.  

We need to be able to move around freely and sitting for long periods of time 

puts a tremendous strain on the body.

Stokke offers a unique collection of sitting solutions that guarantee movement and variation for the user.

Intelligent sitting solutions

Stokke's products are daring, different and unconventional! 

They ensure you'll be able to move freely even when you are sitting for long periods of time.

MOVETM by Stokke

THE MOVEMENT
COLLECTION

Move comes in different

heights:

N:   49-68 cm

H:   56-82 cm

EH: 65-87 cm

Freedom of movement is important to us all and Move could be

the most movable experience you’ll ever have!

Freedom for movement and less strain on the back gives freedom

to concentrate on work. 

The saddle-shaped seat  (360°) makes it easy to move around

while working in standing as well as sitting positions. The disc

base is graded, giving Move a tilting angle to follow your body's

changing positions. 

The disc base is equipped with a rubber surface to ensure friction

and to protect the floor.

Optimal at all kinds of activities that can be done in half standing,

half sitting positions – e.g:

- standing support for the hairdressers, receptionists etc.

- ironing

- at  the drawing table

- in the kitchen

The height of Move can be adjusted adding

to the versatility of this sitting solution. 

It is also possible to get Move with different

sizes both of base and seat.

A rubber stopper under

the seat makes it easy to

hang on table/desk to

clean the floor.

The disc base can be equipped

with a rubber sole to give an

even better grip on slippery 

surfaces.


